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"Dignity OJ Tlie Human Person"

Fr. Tillman Spealis At Antioch
by Jerry Martin, News Managing Editor
At the invitation of Dr. Morris
Keeton, chairman of philosophy
and college .pastor of Antioch
College, Yellow Springs, Ohio,
the Reverend Stanley Tillman,
S.J., chairman of Xavier's philosophy department, will visit
Antioch faculty and students for
the .purpose of interpreting to
students the value of the American
religious heritage from the Catholic viewpoint.
In his four-day stay, November
16 through 19, Fr. Tillman will
deliver two formal lectures, each
of an hour duration. The first, to
be given at 7: 30 p.m., November
16, will discuss the Dignity of
the Human Person.
Paraphrasing Fr. Tillman, the
topic of person and personality is
the best way of highlighting what
our heritage exactly is, for previous
to :Christianity the notion of person
was not highly respected. To the
Greeks and other ancient cultures,
the ·person was primarily a hero
to be looked up to, as symbolized
in the use of the word ·prosopon,
the mask used in drama to i·epresen t the hero dramatized; the
individual . subjugated his own
personality to that of the hero.
It was only with Christianity
that the theoretical development of
the doctrine of person came into
being, and simultaneous with
that the psychological development of the individual Christian
who realized .h.is owri wortli and

Cincinnati Labor
Leader Addresses
Economics Club
Cincinnati labor leader James
Luken will be the first guest
speaker at the meeting of the
recently formed Economics Club
Nov. 18, at 8:00 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Room. The topic for discussion will be the new labor reform
bill which was passed September
14, 1959.

Mr. James Luken
Courtesy of the
Cincinnati Post and Times-Star

Mr. Luken, who is closely associated with George Meany of the
AFL-CIO, is president of the Cincinnati Central Teamster Council
and president of the Dairy and
Ice Cream Employees Union. Mr.
Luken was recently in the headlines on the local scene when
Jimmy Hoffa's men tried .to regain control of Teamster Local
100. Luken, who is noted for his
fairness and integrity, is fighting
Hoffa and was a .key witness "for"
the senate in the rackets hearings.

value because of the theoretical
development above, in the doctrine of the Incarnation. From
here, in Fr. Tillman's talk, will
stem discussion of the two-fold
aspect of the person-individual
and social-and digressions into
and conclusions about Communism, labor unions, socialism.
Father Tillman's second lecture,
at 7: 30 p.m., November 18, will

Noted Author Arrives
Miss Cecily Hastings, the
widely known British authoress,
will come to Xavier University
November 11 as a highly recommended speaker. No less an
authority than Frank J. Sheed,
New York City, publisher, author and speaker, says of her that
he has never heard_, a better
lecturer. She will speak at
1:30 p.m. in the Albert D. Cash
i\lemorial Conference Room on
the topic, "The ,Layman and the
Scriptures."

"Compromise Irr Wo,./d A.//c1irs"

Forum Hosts Se11. McCarthy
Senator Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota will address
the Xavier University Forum Lecture series Monday November 23, at 8:15 p.m. in the ROTC Armory.
'
The subject of a feature story
in the October issue of JtLbilee,
Senator McCarthy was hailed
there for "his capacity for detailed work, his grasp of governmental procedures and problems
and his fusion of practical politics with an idealism marked by
a strong sense of socinl justice."

Basic Fault Of TV
Scandal Lies In
Educational System

Rev. Stanley Tillman, S.J.
deal with Love and the Fulfillment of Personality, defining love,
the. types of love, and the fulfill-·
ment of the individual personality
through love.
Additional to the formal lectures·- will be meetings with students, a discussion with members
of the !Present-Day Religion
Course on Catholic Religion and
Philosophy, and other discussions
on topics such as , Interfaith
Marriage, Censo1·ship, Church and
State, and the Church's battle
against Communism.

I.H.S. Meeting
ConvenesDec.4
"Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador: Their Peoples and Economics Today and Tomorrow" will
be the topic for the second annual
conference on Inter-American Affairs. The conference will be held
on campus Friday and Saturday,
December 4 and 5.
Mr. John D. J. Moore, vicepresident of the w. R. Grace and
Co., will open the conference with
the main address at the dinner
Friday evening.
The following morning panel
discussions will be held under
three divisions.
Under the first, culture and
education, talks will be given on
"The Architecture of the New
Caracas," "Radio and Mass Education in Colombia," "Basic Education in Ecuador," and "Latin
American. Area Study Programs."
In section II, investment and
national development, presentations will be made in "Problems in
National Development" and "The
Inter-American Bank."
:Section III, commerce policy,
will cover "Problems of a Common Market," "Oil and National
Welfare," and "Coffee in the
Economy of Northern South America."
Dr. Edward J. Goodman, director of the Institute, said that these
conferences are held to focus attention on South America, which
in recent years has often been
(Continued on Page 3, Column 5)

NO. 7

by Mike Markiewicz
All controversy over the quiz
program scandal, were it just in
itself, would not be worth the
mountain of newspaper which it
has consumed. The fact that such
a great fur01· has arisen points
clearly to a more basic issue. It
shows that part of the nation has
seen the evil and malice of a lie,
while another part of the nation
does not even recognize evil once
Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy
it has been manifested.
Courtesy of the
This is just part of the great Cincinnati Post and Times-Stm·
panorama of a nation's moral failThe Jttbilee article also said
ut·e, a failure which showed itself
once before· in Korea. "We're not that his stands on such controfor anything," had been one gen- versial issues as segregation,
eral's w~~·. l)f.-· r.o•.i.~ting. it; "we're labor and ..intern.a~ional relations
just against communism." This is "are informed by basic moral
what a member of the Xavier considerations." The magazine
philosophy department, Fr. Ken- also quotes his statement that
ney, points to when he says, "The "because of my religious training,
Korean boys speak very clearly I am inclined to be interested in
that we haven't got what our fore- the world picture ... rather than
in just myself and my family,''
fathers had."
Born in Watkins, Minn., in
This is what the president of
our country saw when he made it 1916, he was graduated from St.
a regulation that every serviceman John's University in Collegeville
carry a moral code in his pocket. at the young age of 19. He later
Once American servicemen carried took a master's degree in ecoa moral code implanted deeply in nomics from the University of
Minnesota and then taught in
their minds and hearts.
Where have the American people public high schools and private
been at fault, that our younger college for ten years,
He was in the House of Repregenerations have fallen away from
the principles that mak<;? a nation sentatives for ten years and
strong? The failure lies in the edu· served on numerous key comcational system. No places have mittees, He also represented the
been made in the school curricu- United States at international
lum for the subjects which, in the meetings, including the •London
days before the industrial revolu- Interparliamentary Conference' of
tion and the consequent disintegra- 1956, the NATO Interparliamention of home life, had been in- tary Conference of 1956 and 1957
grained upon youth's mind by con- at Paris, and the meeting of the
World Health Organization at
stant ex,ample.
There is no room within the pub- Minneapolis last year.
lic school system for philosophy
and theology. Without any background in such matters, the individual can find no ·norm for judging the level of morality. Thus
such national scandals as the reMr. Edward P. VonderHaar,
cent quiz program fixes come into
being, and the quiz scandal is director of public relations at Xavmerely an incidental surface mani· ie1· University, was elected last
festation of American morality. Fr. week to membership on the board
Kenney sums up this whole ap- of directors of the Public Relations
proach when he says, "Without a Society of America at its meeting
religious grounding it is nigh im· at the Fountainbleau Hotel in
possible to lead a moral and just Miami Beach, Florida.
This nine-man board directs
life."·
operations of the society which inin its membership 3,000 of
Physics Head, Patents cludes
the leading public relations offiJohn B. Hart, chairman of the
cials in the United States.
department of physics, has patA graduate of Xavier, Mr. Vonented a so-called "frictionless"
derHaar has been affiliated with
bearing. The invention reduces
the university since 1931. He has
friction in proportion to the
se1·ved as executive secretary of
speed of rotation of the ele·
the Alumni Association, Business
ments. He believes that it may
Manager of Athletics, and Superhave application where exintendent of Grounds and Buildtremely small measurements are
ings. He is also assistant to the
sought.
president of the university.

P.R. Director
Joins . Board

---Last year he was nominated
for the senate against incumbent
Republican Senator Edward Thye
and won by a good margin.
His major interest is in the field
of foreign policy, which he considers the most important issue
facing the United States. He
.favor~ greater support for the
economic aspects of foreign aid,
especially in Asia. He is quoted
in Jubilee as saying: "The United
States should use its strength not
only in the name of survival, .but
also in the name of justice. We
must show openly greater willingness to enter into the competition of ideas; to challenge
openly the spokesmen of opposition."
Senator McCarthy will speak
on the topic "Com.promise in
World Affairs" at the Xavier
Forum. Tickets are available for
. his talk at the Forum office,
North Hall, Xavier University.

X. U. Law Society ·
Lecture Features
Canon Lawyer
by Tom Kail
The Xavier University Natural
Law Society will have as its first
guest speaker of the year the Rev.
'fimothy L. iBouscaren, S.J. Fr.
Bouscaren is the procurator of the
Society of Jesus and noted authority on Canon Law. He will address
the Law Society on December 4
at 8:00 p,m. in the Cash Room of
the Logan Building.

Rev. Harker E. Tracy, S.J.
Law Society Moderator
Begun in 1955, the Natural Law
Society is a Xavier-sponsored organization for the benefit of members of the legal profession. The
Rev. Harker E. Tracy, S.J., mod·
erator of the Society, describes It
as an organization composed of
judges, lawyers, legislators, law
students, and pre-legal students to
help them better understand and
practice natural law.
The past year's agenda for the
society included particular studies
on :the Supreme Court's decisions
regarding segregation and the Right
to Work Laws.
Fr. Bouscaren was a practicing
lawyer and assistant district attor- ..
ney before he entered the priesthood. He has distinguished himself
as an authority on Canon Law in
his books "Canon Law Digest" and
"Ethics of Ectopic Operations." He
also co-authored "Canon Law."

-
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Letter 'ro
The Editor

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Private
Line

To The Editor:
After four or five readings of
the letter written by Mr. Brian
Kelly, I became aware of a philo.
.
sophical strain of thought therein.
by Tom Cahlll and Jaek LeMoult
by . Denny Doherty, News Editor-in-Chief,
I do not believe· in permitting an
invalid argument to stand unchal·
-lenged even though it is directed
The 1959 Homecoming was the best we can remember.
Last Tuesday morning, after the Mass for deceased stu- to bolstering the policy of the ad·
dents, alumni, faculty members, and ·benefactors, the Rev. ministration. My conviction. has Many things went to make up the fine weekend, but if we
Patrick J. Ratterman, S.J., Dean of Men, commended the always been that philosophy is a were going to give out a first prize for the person who did
student body for their attitude during the first half of the science devoted to truth and not most to make it what ·it was, we'd have to give it to Stan
first semester.
a tool of propriety. So I have Kenton.
The float building festivities Friday night were dampened
.According to Fr. Ratterman the student body accepted written to correct the illusion that
with a positive spirit of willingness three items which made Mr. Kelly has given a philosophi· by the combination of beer drinking regulations and cold
him quite unpopular. The News also congratulates the student cal basis for the regulation in ques- weather, and we found one float featuring a Marine cemetery
in quite bad taste. The float parade was pretty good however.
body on its attitude and conduct in regards to three items tion.
Our team made such a good showing in the game that we
which made Fr. Ratterman quite unpopular.
'I am somewhat a'Verse to offercould
really go to the Saturday night dance with the feeling
Although we don't agree with the idea of extremes in . offering
a philosophical argument
bending over backwards we . do conceed that the policy was on any matter.
of
victory.
And what a dance! We didn't know what to expect
I find this even from Mr. Kenton and had never heard any of his progressive
necessary to remedy or erase the abuses of past years. This more so when r am
forced to use
policy is good in so far as it controls a student body that was those very words which
jazz, but we must admit that we couldn't have asked for a
have so
sometimes represented as an unruly, destructive crowd. But often confused me (.perhaps
better
band. Monday we rushed out and bought any albums
you
we hope that the acceptance of this policy by the students is are familiar with the words):
we could afford by the band that helped make our Home·
an indication that there will be no more trouble so that a The difficulty with the position coming weekend a .memorable one. Thank you, Mr. Kenton,
fine spirit of aggressiveness will accompany the actions of of
thank you, Mr. McLaughlin, thank you, Coach Doherty.
is that he fails to
Xavier gentlemen.
.
To be perfectly honest the News expected anything but distinguish properly between
Many girls from Edgecliff and Mount St. Joe have been
. However asking us about the possibilities of a joint bridge tournament
success as regards the new code of dress. But again Xavier it must beand
done.
students sported maturity as well as dress coats and campus
among the three schools. Maybe John Rolfes or Glen DuBrucq
Mr. Kelly has brought into the could give us an answer.·
life flowed on.
.(and italicized) the
And the float-building ceremonies seemed to feel the new argument
word owght. This he connects
We hear that the History Club wants to reorganize and
regulations but the finished products showed no dissipation with the difference between ·
become a first class campus group. Anyone interested in this
·
of industry.
.
and license. For those ·project should contact Paul Konrath, Marion 202.
For the most part the News agrees with the regulation of freedom
who like syllogisms the argument
the above items. But we do recognize the shortcomings of the evinced goes like thus:
We were glad to hear that the Masque Society attracted
programs also. As a major university we are rapidly proI. Professional people ought to capacity crowds at each performance of their recent producgressing. But let's not get regulation conscious. If there is a
need, erase it. But we do not want further needs created by dress in a manner befittjng their tion. However, we were not so glad to hear that very few of
state of life.
those ·attending were Xavier students.
unnecessary programs and regulations.
.
·
College students are professional ·people.
College students should dress as
professional people.
~
II. College students should
dress as professional ·people.
Professional people should dress
in coat and tie.
. ~ollege studtrnts should dress
..
: ..;,;_ .
~-·
11' coat and tie~,k:/•<:~.'-~,: .,
b1 John·RoUes
by Jerry Martin, News Managing· Eciltor
:As you can'.see, the conclusion
follows quite naturally and logically provided one grants the
The two most popular slam con- written a very interesting book,
Though it be to me a draught of all approach the falsehood of the premises. Let us now turn our ventions are Blackwood and Ger- "Bridge Humanics," which exgall even to discuss, yet I shall. • . bread (and butter) which sand· attention to the major;
ber-named after Easly 'Blackwood plains all. The Cincinnati Public
The major is not a simple and John Gerber, their inventors. Library has a copy.
As it strikes my ·infrequent' eyes, wi&hes them, the advertising? Or
television.'s purpose, in the field positively, does anyone who en- attribute statement, but one Both are conventions which seek
In the Gerber convention, a 4
nominally titled entertainment, is joyed watching them deny that he which expresses a particular to discover the number of Aces and Club bid calls for Aces and the
mode of connection between sub- Kings .held by a partnership.
to . entertain. Quiz shows are- did receive enjoyment?
replies are: No Aces or
were-entertainment. That is, perThe major complaint seems to be ject and predicate. The word
·Blackwood is usually the first 4 Aces-4 Diamonds
formances which entertain, amuse, that "we had no idea these shows ought implies an obligation. An convention learned by a new play- 1 Ace--4 Hearts
divert. In the Thermopylaen battle were fixed." I ask, is naivete in act which carries an obligation er. To use Blackwood, a player 2 Aces-4 Spades
now waging, Van Doren and other America that rampant? Or
a is a moral act. Thus it seems that bids 4 No Trump. This calls for 3 Aces~ No Trump
Leonidans are being violently cas- sophomore put it, "Oh, cut it out." we have a moral obligation to Aces, and his partner replies: No
!fhere are two variations of call·
tigated-indeed, almost ruined, I defy any ethician to give a dress in coat and tie.
ing for Kings. One is to bid the
Aces or 4 Aces-5 Clubs
I first thought that this was
reputation-wise-for the vile crime major-minor-conclusion answer to
1 Ace--5 Diamonds
next suit over partner's answer to
of ."fooling the public." To which the question "what's wrong with an unwarranted conclusion to
2 ·Aces-5 Hearts
4 Clubs. The answer would be in
I pose the question. . . .
it?" And ifit is not a question of draw from the letter but then I
3 Aces-5 Spades
steps as above. For instance: 4
read
the
statement,
"For
freedom
tum
to
logic
or
ethics,
we
might
-When
one
is
responding
to
.
Clubs asks tor Aces; 4 Spades
So what?
emotion . . . pride. A lot of people is not license." Now what other Blackwood, he cannot count voids shows 2 Aces; 4 No Trump asks
In a world of 1+9=10 and got their psyches slapped. But does conclusion can one draw? The as Aces. The next step in Black· for Kings; 5 Diamonds shows one
$17.99=one toaster (reduced), who the smart last that long? Isn't it difference between freedom and wood is 5 No Trump which calls King.
lost what? From a negative view- erased by the salve called I-told· license is that freedom is the for Kings. A player cannot call
The other way· to call for Kings
right to .cho,ose the .good while for Kings unless he knows his side is to bid 5 Clubs, and the responses
point, do quiz show dishonesties at you-so?
license implies demanding a has all the Aces. The responses to are the .. same. as the responses to
right to do evil. We would .be 5 No Trump is exactly the same 4 Clubs.
led to ·believe that the right to as the responses to 4 No Trump. ·
The advantages to Gerber are
choose our clothing is licentious
When the final contract is to be that the bidding is kept at a lower
or that wearing anything besides played in a minor suit, one must level, and that one need not accoat and tie is a moral evil. Now he careful not to force his team count for all the Aces before call·
we will "plug in" to the pre- into an unmakeable slam. There- ing for Kings.
viously mentioned philosophical fore if the hand is to be played in
The disadvantage is that the 4
tool and apply it. The difficulty- Clubs, one must have two Aces to Club bid might be considered as a
wi th the .position in question is start Blackwood, and in Diamonds regular suit bid or as a cue bid.
bf R. DeVereaus ·vaaelE
that Mr. Kelly fails to distinguish a player must have one Ace.
BRIDGE NOTES
properly between acts which are
j The Blackwood Convention is
There _will be an important
morally significant and those not nearly this simple: it contains meeting of the Bridge Club in
Dear Mom and Dad,
management was very under- which are unmoral.
many . interesting variations .too South Hall Sunday, November 15,
The Homecoming is over and standing and they charged a fair
Also it would be appropiate for long and complicated to put here. for election of officers. The next
I had a wonderful time. I didn't price for the T.V., bed, and cur- Mr. Kelly to make the funda- If anyone is interested in learning tournament will be Sunday, No·
realize how e~pensive it was tains. We used the curtains to mental distinction between mere more about it, Blackwood has vember 22. Get your partners now.
going to ·be and I -ran a little smother the flames when ·the customs and morals. Mere cusshort. The hotel ·room •bill was bed went up. Lucky someone was toms are arbitrary habits of a
supposed to be $13, but we had calm enough to think of that.
social group which. do not imply
a little mishap. We had a coke
I rented a car for the weekend, an obligation. Morals are laws ••bll..•• w11lllr •nlnr tla• 11laeol ,..., eseept d•rlnr vacation porlod1 1> x · I
.. I r
UDIHHHF. Bamlllon c ....,, l:YaDllOD, Clnclnnau. Olalo $1 llO POr ,
party before going to the dance and, well, I never was very good found in the nature of things
••&ore• •• 11eo•• ela11 mauer Oc&ol>er •· 1048 a& tbo 'P11t Olfleo
Clnolnna&I, Olalo ••dor &lao Ac& of Marcia a 1171
•
and someone threw or meant to with a stick shift. I .parked on a which spring from the Eternal
.............................................................................................:...... Do••r Dolaorlr ...
throw his bottle into the waste- . hill and I thought I'd start out Law and imply o.bligation. I think fl'l':O•·•N·CRRP
AODl'O EDITOa....................................................... ~ ........................................oerald M......• ••• \
AllOCIATB ED1Toa1 .............................! ..........................Tom Calalll, ••• I • • •,. Do1r1as', ...
paper •basket and it went through in second ·because of the incline. Jt obvious t·hat dress as a class CBIEF
CoaaEl•ONDBNT...,................................................................ ;........... Mlllo Marlllowle1 '•I
• the T.V. screen. In the confusion I never realized how close re- belongs to mere customs. If any · COLVMNllTl
.................... lolaa Lo11doa, '81, a. DeVoreaas Vanoli •• lelaa a 0 ft • ' •
la•ll Lolloall, •••
'
•
.... ,
that followed, with .the sparks verse was to second. I know you arguments can be evinced for the nATUaB W. .TBa1.....................:........................................... E•olmann •• llm Kolle.: 'II
•••o•TBlfl........................................................................Bob Brad;, •ei,. T•m Kall' ...
flying all over •(the set was on) would have chuckled yourselves Code of Dress, they muat be ITAFF
Iola• OaHI••· ••• l'raa MeM••••· ••••. A••r Odoardl ••• • ..., ....... •• •••
someone dropped his cigarette on it you could have seen that fire- found in the realm of the pragBiii Mol••l• 'II, •• ltabeuaaela, •n
' '
a '· •
·~irT• BDITOa.................................................................................................................. ".... ••
the •bed spread and before any- plug spraying the streets. It's the matic.
·
"••o•'J',"NT•-'T•.o.•.T• BDITOa.....,...................................................................,....... Bap o•oaa11i •••
.•
............................ •o Polroeolll, .... •o• Koela. •••
•
one became aware of it, it burned kind of thing you see in the
In this vein I would like to ~II
llANAOla.-...............................................;..........................;........................ Sae•I ·•a·
right thr~ugh to the springs. The (Continued on Page 3, Column 4) (Continued on Paae 8, Column 1) l'AOU·~Tl.ONODMANAOBa1 ................................................c1aarl11 Blaall•••• o~ o'i:i/. . .
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Music Stand
by John Lopdon
Saturday night after the Homecoming dance I rode Kenton's
two main soloists, altoist Charlie
Mariano and trumpeter Rolf
Erickson, out to a local jazz
club where they joined the resident Dee Felice Quintet ·for an
exicting set.

Birdland and the Newport Jazz
Festival.
Tenor - saxophonist Gord o n
Brisker studied for two years at
the Conservatory of Music in
Cincy and a year at the Berklee
School of Jazz in Boston. He has
worked with Pomeroy and the Al
Belletto Sextet. Brisker does the
arranging for the group and ·adds
an original tune of two to the·
book.
·

Frank Vincent on piano is
rapidly developing . into a top
Mariano 'and Erickson are top- soloist. A Buffalo. native, Frank
flight jazz musicians. Yet· while has·been working with the QuinI was listening to· them blow
·tet more than a year.
Saturday, I couldn't help but
Bassist 1Paul Parks is the
think that the Felice group is
newest
addition to the group. He
playing just as good jazz six
nights a week, ·without ,the aid provides a steady, powerful beat
of name musicians. I've spent a and solos well. He is the only
lot .of time there since ·it 6pened bass player in town I've ·heard
this summer, and the music has who can solo expertly ·both with
his ·bow arid pizzicato.
been consistently top-flight.
Platter Picks: One label which
The Quintet .plays "hard bop,"
a type of jazz which is almost issues consistently good jazz with
always played by Negro musi- no commercial over.tones is Blue
cians. They are· the only white Note. Over the last twenty years,
group in town I've heard that· the company has changed from
comes close to catching the concentration on traditional jazz
"soul" which makes the Negro to an output which is totally modso predominant in jazz. The ern. Figures such as Miles Davis,
group .plays tunes ranging from Theolonious Monk, Milt Jackson,
Duke Ellington to all of the and others, who are well recognized in jazz today, made albums
modern composers.
for Blue Note before they gained
None of the musicians in the widespread notice~
group is over thirty, so if ·they
One of the ·best jazz lp's I've
stick together they have a goo~
chance of making a success 8f ever heard is "Something Else,"
the group outside Cincy. Even issued hy Blue Note last year.
now, visiting musicians with the The record was made by a quinname outfits leave town praising tet featuring Miles Davis on
trumpet and Julian· "Cannonball"
the Quintet.
Adderly on alto. Throughout the
·Leader Dee Felice has led his disc Davis pays with a gentlyown combo on ihe road and burning, lyrical fire that has to
played drums with Ralph Mar- make him jazz's top trumpeteer.
terie and other big bands. Dee "Autumn Leaves," "Love For
plays drums in a busy, hard- Sale," and the title tune are hig~
driving manner reminiscent of lights.
Art Blakey.
Other worthwhile Blue Note
· Trumpeter Bill Berry has buys are two albums recorded
worked in the jazz ,bands of by Davis with all-star groups
Woody Herman and Herb .Pom- . and.: an album which has the
eroy, the latter a Boston work- Modern Jazz Quartet on one side
shop group which •gained national and Monk with Milt Jackson on
notice through appearances at the other.

Pistol Team·
Reorganized
A Xavier · University R OTC
Pistol team has ,been organized
at Xavier. The members are now
practicing several . hours each
week on the rifle range in the
Armory in preparation for
matches to be conducted during
the second semester.
This is actually a renovation of
a prominent club of the past
which had been discontinued for
several years. · The first pistol
team was organized at Xavier in
1937. During the next two years
the Xavier team won the National ROTC .pistol match conducted by the Field Artillery
Association for college level units.

SICK
(Continued from page 2)
movies, but it's even funnier in
real life. The city water people
got there in a hurry, though, and
we were able to leave after they
got our names. No sweat about
the damage to the car, it was
1
insured. I guess I'm just lucky.
Stan Kenton was better than
ever and all in all the dance
was one .of Xavier's best. I was
so exc~ted when we left that,
and this will kill you, I forgot to
pick up our coats. Marianne's
mot>her will probably call and
ask you about the fur coat. Tell
her I'm sure I'll be able. to get
it back after a little red tape.
I don't want you worrying
about my leg. I feel it's better if
I tell you what happened than
have you hear it from someone
else. I'll have the cast off by

Christmas and there shouldn't be
any complications. It wa8 a clean
break. Let it suffice to say, I
wasn't the first one who ever fell
into an excavation ditch.
Well the fun's over and it's
back to the books again, that is,
the books I haven't had raffled
off by my roommates. Boys will
be boys.
Dick
P.S. A check for $168 should
cover the weekend. I'm afraid
I'm a little overdrawn myself. I
had to pay a few unforeseen
medical expenses last week. I was
SICK.

I.H.S. Conference
(Continued from page 1)
neglected in American thinking.
He also pointed out that this continent is _the fastest growing section of the world in population.
The conference is open to anyone interested in Latin America.

•

•

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!
•

,

Swing into orbit with
trim, tapered; terrific

P 0 ST-GR A·n•
SLACKS
A classic fashion in a class by
itself! Beautifully tailored with
pleatless front and bold back
pocket flaps, these H•I•S honeys
are easy to look at, easy to wear
and easy t1> own. In a wide, wonderful choice of long-wearing,
washable Cottons. From $4.95
to 16.95. Knockout new colors.
· At your favorite. campus shop.

~

Filters as no ·single filter can • •
for mild, lull flavor!
Here's how the Dual Filter does it:
l It combines a unique !ml!! filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ... defl·
nitelv orove(f to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth •••

2. with an efficient pure white 2Y!!!; filter.

Together they bring you the
best of the best tobaccos-the mildness
and taste that pay off in pleasure!
......_

available at both·

Gentry Shops
TWO CONVENIENT LOCA'l'IONS:

Seventh at Central
Swifton Center ,
FREE PARKING
· • • at both locatlou • •
/

GArffeld 1·1800
BLmhunt 1·3UO

•
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News Sports Editor
Not too long ago Utah's Lee Gross~up was the nation's
leading major college passer. His hurhng gained him AllAmerican honors.
This year Xavier's Ron Costello ranks high among the
nation's small college passers. For better than two-thirds of
the season Costello dominated the NCAA's small college statistics chart. Only recently has he slipped from the number
one to the number two slot in the passing category.
How do Grosscup and Costello compare? One way to find
out is to ask a man who's played with or agai~st the t~o
demon throwers. Such a man is Stu Vaughn, the Quantico
Marine right halfback.
In his college days at Utah Vaughn was the country's
number one pass receiver as a target for the Grosscup throwing arm. Last Saturda:y the small but deceptiv~ and speedy
Marine played defensive halfback for Quantico and saw
Quartevback Ron Costello complete 15 of 26 passes for a percentage of .577.
·
· .
Cornered after the game, won by Quantico in the last five
minutes of play, 23-21, Vaughn gave a frank •but complimentary appraisal of Costello. "He's one heck of a passer. rd say
that from a .throwing standpoint Costello can match Grosscup
any day, because you won't find college passers much better.
"As an all-around ballplayer, though, Grosscup must be
ranked ahead of Costello. Lee was an All-American also
because he was a running threat. I don't believe that Costello
can roll out like Grosscup could.
·
"All in all," Vaughn concluded, "it's quite a compliment
for Costello even to be mentioned in the same breath with
Lee. I know how great Grosscup was-I played with him."

*

*

*

*

..

..

Vaughn, like so many others, however, credited left end
Jim Mullen with a large measure of the Costello success.
"That number 84 (Mullen) could certainly snag a pass," said
the Marine. And snag he did Saturday, for by the time the
smoke had cleared away, Mullen had ,been credited with nine
receptions good for 130 .yards.
The feat made the junior end from Elder the top single
season pass receiver in Xavie~ history.
.
And to top it off, "Moon" did it with ·an injury. A pinched
nerve in his neck played havoc with Mullen all afternoon.
Each time he was hit hard the nerve would act up. To preserve· him as much as possible Coach Doherty frequently substituted Bill Daniels for him on defense.

THE XAVIER MUSKETEERS, who silenced many of their detractors with their display of courage
agaJnst Quantico last Satunlay, close out the 1959 campaign tomorrow against the Kentuck1 Wildcats at
Lexington. First row, from left: Link, Noonan, Allen, Serieka, McGraw, Mazurek, Kopinskl, Maratea; seeond

row: Bolger, Thomas, Serbon. Daniels, P. Kappas, Gonnella, Myers, Mullen, Hannon, C~k; third row:
Kracker Benson Johnson (left team), Etier, Barrett; Coaches Biles, Doherty, Gilmartin, 0 Brien; Smalara,
Foley, Humphre;, Sabow, Baiias; fourth row: trainer Baldwin; Cox, Tomczak (left team), O'Donnell, Stelser,
Rigler, McDonald, J. Kappas, Coughlin, Cole, Wishart, Nelson, Walkiewicz, Costello, Carlini.

Costello, ·Etier Will Sling-

XU's "'Davids' Load Slingshots
For Finale With
by Hap O'DanJel
Kentucky's "Multiple T" offense
will be only one of the Xavier
coaching staff's multiple worries
when the Musketeers invade the
lair of the Wildcats tomorrow at
2 p.m. at Stoll Field in Lexington.
The Musketeers' only hope of
pulling out their third straight 5-5
season lies in upending the Wildcats, a yeoman task in itself. CoaCh
Ed Doherty, however, is quick to
point out the Musketeers' chances

UK~ 'Goliaths'

for an upset.
. "Our players went Into the
Quantico game boys and came out
men," he remarked. '~SeU-confl
dence and determination are two
big factors, and our men provt!d
they have both by the way they
played against Quantico.''
"Kentucky is a football Goliath,
but we're going down there loaded
with plenty of slingshots. We'll
either come back bearing our
shields or being borne upon them."

Because the News has a two-week vacation, this issue is
the last during football season. It is the logical .time to review
the season as it has thus far been played.
But any review would have to reitera~ the things we've
just said. The· season essentially has been the -story of the
Costello to Mullen passing combo. While Ron, the former
Erie, Pa. broad jump sensation, has broken one after another
passing record, Moon has been in the process of rewriting the
pass receiving ledger.
Entering tomorrow's clash with the Kentucky Wildcats,
Costello has completed 82 passes in 138 attempts for 962
yards, seven touchdowns and a completion percentage of .594.
It was against Kentucky last year that Costello showed
his potential. He connected on six consecutive pitches to lead
the Muskies to their lone touchdown in the 20-6 Xavier demise.
Mullen to date has hauled in 31 passes for a total of 469
MUSKETEER FULLBACK Tommy Clark picks up five yards
yards. No Xavier end ever caught that many passes in a single
-Photo by Joe Gavin
season, including some great ones like Steve Junker, Jim before two Leathernecks haul him down.
1
DeFranco and Bob Young.
Tomorrow would be an opportunity for Moon to increase
his record. But he may not play. As late as Wednesday, in·
juries promised to sideline him from Saturday action.
The injury jinx has apparently fi.nally caught up·· with
•
"The Blade," with the man too small to play college football,
by Mike Harmon
with 1the man nobody could 'believe was actually playing at
In what promises to be their biggest game. of tl~e ye~r,
his size and taking all that punishment.
the Baby Muskies are slated to oppose the Oh10 .University
How ironical it is, though! Mullen played one full season Frosh here this afternoon at 3:30. Both teams, playing mutual
last fall and many games this year weighing a paltry 119 opponents, have compiled equal recor~, while displaying
pounds. They weighed him Monday, two days after his injury, opposite strengths.
·
and found that his weight had "soared" to 185.
The Bobkittens stress nothing shall, 34-0, while being· upset by
At 179 he survived, at 185 he succumbed.
but power, power, power, and have Dayton, 8-0.,
Pretty soon he'll be too big to call '!The Blade."
rolled over Miami, 28-0, an4 MarCoupled with their Ohio State
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pattemed belly-type offense on the
ground, they a1so sport the power
pass, maldnc them eapable of seorby Ed Adams
believes In It."
from the standpoint of individual ing In any manner.
,
·Mccafferty revealed that the performances. Said ~cCafferty,
Coach Jim McCafferty's MuskeThe Muskies, on the other hand,
teer basketball five got into the freshmen had taken to the system "It's much· too early to pick out a have shone on defense while deenthusiastically. "The frosh love §tarting group, but ·by Friday (to- feating the same two teams. They
~eat of its pre-se_ason drills this
past week, stressing offense and it," said Big Jim. "They've been day) we should have a good line bottled up Miami 8-0, and buried
particularly the offense that has giving the varsity fits by simply on our first nine or ten." The cur- Marshall in the mud -last Friday,
suffered the scorn of many a wag's working it the way it shOuld be." rent Xavier roster lists 16 players. 23-14. Dayton likewise squeaked
tongue-the single guard, double
The big day from the standpoint by them by 6-0.
"Coach Ruberr hu done a 1ood
job with the fl'lllunen, dilpelllq of a starting line-up Is November
high post affair.
The frosh's mucky triumph over
"We'll use the sin1le·suard of- the 1eneral Xavier attitude toward 24 when the vanity aerlmmages Marshall was their second Jn a
fense again this year, but we'll the offense. He told them not to the freshmen at 8:00 p.m. In row, clinching for Coach Ed BUes
believe what they heard untJJ they Sebmfclt Memorial Fleldhoule. The the distinction of never having a
mix It up with the single pivot,''
had 'a cballce to operate It. It'• semlon, open only to the 1Muske- losing season.
predicts Mccafferty. "Tbe team pafd dividends.''
teer Club, wlll be clClled to all
The game opened with the
Is worklns with It like It flully
The past week wa1 a bil one Xavier students ud outalclen.
strong foot of-you IUeaed it1

f res hmen- wfl.te
• .·f lnlS
• • T0day
·
Aga·1nst Qh 1·0 U 8Obk•1ttens

Hoopsters Work With Two Offenses In Daily Drills

Doherty Jsn't ·havinr any when
the Wildcats' 2-6 record Is palled
around. "All six losses came In
S.E.C. play," he explains, "and five
of those teams are In the top 20
nationally. Their record Is misleading, since they play one of the
toughest sehedules In the country.''
U.K.'s ·most impressive efforts
were losing ones-a 9-0 loss to
L.'S.U. and a 14-7 defeat by
Georgia, leading the S.E.C. at 5-0.
Only one team-Auburn, which
won 33-0-has scored .more than
.two TD's against the Wildcats.
Kentucky wins have come over
Miami (Florida) 22-3 and Detroit
32-7. Detroit downed Xavier 38-14.·
"Kentucky Is an exceptionally
strong defensive team,'' warns
Doherty, "especially on pass de·
fense. They're the best defensive
club we've faced.''
Doherty was almQst speaking
literally when he referred to
"slingshots," since the Musketeers'
main hope rests in the arms of Ron
Costello and lrV Etier.
"We can't expect to. slur It out
with them on an equal basis for
60 minutes," Doherty declares.
"We'll ... have to have good luck
with our passing early and try to
get the jump on them.''
"Our chance, naturally, lies in
the air. If we aren't successful
there, our only other chance will
be to try to play ball control and
keep the scoring down."
Kentucky, which Doherty rates
as having all the ingredients of a
top-notch club-ebe, sPeecJ,-depth,
experience, and· terrific coachlni,
will throw up a forwud wall av~
eraglng 210 pounds.
The Musketeers, recalling how
close they came last year· before
bowing 20-6 · in the final period,
will be primed for the big upset.
The sky's the limit in their season
finale.
George Potts booting a 25-yard
field goal. Later, in the1 second
quarter, Xavier assumed a commanding 16-0 lead with the aid
of the arm of Frank Fiorino and
the hands of end Bobby Daume;ver.
Tlieir H-yard pus play ac•
counted for the On& touchdown of
the pme. Another one, thll for II
yards, put tbe baU on tbe •••
from where l\Obb1' Clark panelled
over.
Just before the ,half, Manhall
caught Xavier napping with a 72·
yard pass-run play for a touch·
down. They scored again earJy in
the second half to narrow the mar·
~Continued on Pqe S)
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Doherty, Lauds Musketeers
For ··courage Against Marines
by Hap O'Danlel, Asst. Sports Editor

Maratea, Kopinski
Provide Important
Deptli, At Positions

Talking to a coach whose team has just gained a "moral
by Ron Koch
victory" is almost like talking to a jockey whose longshot
Among Coach Doherty's wealth
mount, after leading all the way, was ·nosed out at the wire of tough top-notch tackles is
by the favorite'. It's nice to make a better showing, but it's Natale Russell M a r at e a . Big
the final score that counts.
"Nate," 5 foot, 11 inch, 217-pound

That's why Coach Ed Doherty
couldn't . help but be a little disDoherty also eleared up a eouple
appointed Monday as he reviewed of points regarding the end of the
the Mwketeers' hard-fought 23-21 game. "We would have gone for
photo finish loss to the heavily the field goal If we had had one
favored Quantico Marines.
more play," be revealed. "Although
"After eomlnr so elose, only to Ed Thomas (regular place kicker)
· get beat out In the final minutes," wasn't dressed, Jocko Serieka
quoth Doherty, "It's bound to hurt could have kicked one."
Timeouts Used Up
more.''
Doherty was quick to point out,
"We couldn't call time out," he
however, that his feelings toward continued, "because we'd used
the team were only those of in- them all up-two of them on injuries. If we had called a time· out
tense pride and satisfaction.
"I'm very proud of the way to draw a penalty, the clock would
they played," deelared Doherty. "It have run anyway. That's the only
would have· been the easiest thing penalty which doesn't stop the
In the world for them to quit after clock."
Concerning · the game, Doherty
Quantleo had seored so early, but
they batUed right baek despite the explained that the Musketeers bad
pbysleal beating they were taking." no special game plan except to
"It was our best display of the alternate the two offenses-straight
year," he continued. ''The display T and slot T.
"The use of the two offenses
of courage and the ability to come
back-the fact tliat they were worked very well," volunteered
knocking themselves out when Doherty. "The fact that we could
they didn't have to-were ex- present a running threat from the
tremely satisfying. They carried closed (straight T) offense balthe fight to Quantico right down anced our attack and proved a
great help to our passing."
to the end."

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
(Continued from Page 4)
gin to 16-14, but a 26-yard burst
by Don Stupica iced the game at
23-14 for the Muskies.
The pme, however, was not as

$,ulr&eb~

senior came to Xavier from Chi·
cago.
Prepping at Fenwick H lg b
School In Chicago, Nate won all·
Catholic and all-city honors. The
chunky lineman also used bis
muscles as a top-night shot-putter.
Nate came to Xavier because he
liked the idea of a Jesuit educa·
tion. Supplementing his liberal
education, Nate is a fervent advoS EN 10 R FEATURE-

.

Swifton Center

.~-~.

Maratea
Kopinski
cate of the military department.
As a second year advanced
eourse member, Cadet 2nd Lt.
Maratea · is a platoon leader.
Dale Kopinski just wants to do
what's best for the team, no matter where they put him.
Dale, who's greatest claim to
fame is that he is the end ~ho
filled in the injury-riddled slotback position, bad this to say: "I
liked it; I got to play more, and I
Mullen speilred nine tosses for a helped the team in the best way
new sinrle-pme reeord, with sev- I could. That's all I want to do."
eral of bis catehes falllnr into the
Business Major
"sensational" category. He also inThe former all-city star from
creased bis reception total to 31, Toledo, Ohio stands an even six
eclipsing the old school mark of feet and tips the scales at 193
26 for a season. Most Important, pounds.
however, their eomblned efforts
He has been working towards a
kept the Musketeers In the game major in business and intends to
via the air, and sparked a last· get a masters degree in political
dlteh touchdown drive which ended science or ma'Ke" a career of the
army when he graduates.
on the lo as the ciook ran out.

BOAT NECKS AND BULKY
SHAWL COLLAR SWEATERS

Just arrived in our Student Dept.
Be first in your class to get these
beautiful sweaters.

MUSKETEERS OF THE WEEK
Xavier's "batterymates,'' plteher
Ron Costello and cateber Jim l\lullen, share dual honors as Musketeer of the Week, slnee neither
eould have achieved what he did
·last .Saturday without the other.
Costello eompleted 15 of 26 tosses
for 200 yards, the third time this
year be reached the 200 mark
throqb the air, and ellmbed up to
second amonr the nation's smalleollep passers. The slue- fincered

elose as the score. Despite the
weather, xavler rolled up 195
yards rushing and eompleted 'J of
11 pasRS for another 94, giving
them a total of 289 muddy, soggy
yards.

s·m·l ••• $9.95

This Week's 'Saluted Squire' is
John Nelson
Football Team
If your name appe.;, above you will receive

a sport shirt when you present this ad and
Identification.
·

'·
Salem research creates a revolutionary new cigarette
paper that makes Salem taste more Springtime-fresh
than ever! Richer, too. Smoke refreshed ... smoke Salem.
·.~.

:::::::::::'t::::.:::::1f::':(jji::Wl'

,

tt!i~~~nt·h~I fresh • rich toba~co taste /··modern filter, too
•..

NOW~ Salem refreshes your ~ste
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Dale Burning and Steve Snyder,
co-chairmen of the Senior Class
Gift committee.
-Photo by Joe Gavin

Gift Drive
Begins Nov. 18

WILDROOT CREAM·Oll

KEEPS HAIR GROOMED LONGER!
MAKES HAIR FEEL STRONGER!

NOTICE
The Cincinnati Chapter, National Association of Accountants,
announces a manuscript. contest
open to underg1·aduate and graduate students of Xavier, the University of Cincinnati, and Miami University. The manuscript must be
on any subject of working interest
to the accountant in industry, and
the deadline for submitting the
manuscript is March 31, .1960. For
contest rules, prizes, and other details, see Prof. George C. Selzer,
chairman of the department of
accounting.

All freshmen who have not
taken the Placement ExaminaUons
arc expected to report to Alben
103 on Momlay, November 16th at
1:30 p.m. At that time they will
be given the Iowa and SCAT tests.
It is absolutely imperative that
they be 1>rcscnt. These tests will
continue at 1:30 on Wednesday,
Nov. 18 and Fri<lay, Nov. 20, until
finish eel.
All freshmen should check the
Assistant Dean's bulletin board to
see if they arc to take these tests.
No one· is to presume that he has
alrea<ly taken them.
J. J. O'Callaghan, S.J., Dean

•

ar er1e

The Senior Class Gift project
will soon be under way.
Already seniors have sent in
suggestions to co-chairmen Steve
Snyder and Dale Burning, suggesting possible gifts the class
could leave. These suggestions are
being compiled and will be submitted to an administration committee for preliminary selection.

The five possibilities deemed
most popular and feasible by the
committee will be returned to the
members of the senior class for
final voting. Among the gifts
selected in recent years are the
statue of St. Francis Xavier on
O'Brien Terrace ('52-'53); a university marker to be constructed
at Dana Ave. and Victory Parkway ('58); and a classroom in the
new building ('59).
Kickoff for the project will be
November 18, when a kickoff dinner for the 50-man project committee will be held. Guest speakers
at the dinner will include the Rev.
Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., vice-president of Xavier University, and a
prominent alumnus.

Following the dinner, soliciting
of the individual seniors will begin.
Every senior will be personally
contacted by one of the committee,
someone he knows. No senior will
be asked to give more than he can
afford, but all will be urged to
participate. The principal aim of
the drive is to get 100% participation by the seniors, and make it
truly a class gift.

Thmnpson Lecture Given
On Wednesday, Nov. 18, at
8 p.m., a centennial lecture on
Francis Thompson will be given in
the auditorium of the Cincinnati
Library, Eighth and Vine. The
speaker will be Eric Van Hagen,
a friend of the Meynells, the family which befriended Thompson.

"Surface"
Hair Tonics

Penetrating
Wildroot Cream-Oil

"Surface" hair tonics merely coat your
hair. \Vhcn the~' dry off, your hair dries
011t. But the exclusive \Vilclroot Cream-Oil
formula penetrates your hair. Keeps hair
groomed longer ... makes hair feel stronger
than hair groomed an ordinary way.
There's no other hair tonic formula like it.
MAKE HAIR OBEY ALL DAY
WITH WILOROOT CREAM-OILI

+Hf· -+Ht ,J-tft
tHf W1 -\-Ht -l+l-1
-l+1t #11 11/t -l1tt
JJrt +Ht llif- +A
ttft -1f'!:?t/\/

a Swingline

Stapler no

bigger than a
pack of gum!

98¢
(Including
1000 s1aple'I

. . . . . . . . . •IMTillU ......... ...........,.., ....

~

Statistic I
SWINGLINE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi·
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crnfts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail·
able at your college bookstore.
SWJNGLINE
"Cub" Stapler $I .29

I'

s~~~.

lONO ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, N. V,,

The other day our vice president in char1e of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
58 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:
Either we've got an incredibly thirsty
individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpretation,

Bottled under a~thorlty of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

........

Ralph Marterie, maestro of
the band that's No. 1 with
college students and No. 1
with hit records, will be
hitting college campuses
again this fall as Marlboro's
musical ambassador of
good will. Don't miss
Ralph and his Marlboro
Men when they visit
your campus.

oro

The better the makin's, the better the smoke
You're smoking better when it's Marlboro
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The Night Side of The News
Natio1ial Sliri1ie To lm1naculate Co11ceptio11
Dedicatecl 111 Nntio1i's Ca11ital Nove1nber 20
No tourist in France or Italy
or the other countries of Europe
goes home without seeing some
. of the famous cathedrals and
shrines he has heard about so
often. Visitors to the ·United
States have often ·been drawn to
Washington to see the historic
and patriotic structures there
which have become world-famous.
With the dedication on November 20 of the National Shrine of

A long-range view of the Im·
macuia:te Conception Shrine.
the Immaculate Conception,
Washington gains a new "tourist
attraction," and the Catholics of
the U.S. can point wih pride to a
national shrine which they have
built in the tradition of the centuries-old churches of Europe.
Bishop Thomas J. Shahan,
fourth i·ector of the Catholic
University, proposed the idea of
the National -shrine in· 1912. ·He
· thought the United States should
have a national church to symbolize the fact that this country
was placed under the protection
of Mary by the Bishops' Council
in 1846. After much preliminary
planning, the cornerstone of the
Shrine was laid by Cardinal
Gibbons on September 23, 1920.

Work on the Shrine was interrupted during the Depression
and World War II, so that now,
almost forty years after con-·
strnction started, the building is
still not complete. Much of the
detailed work on the interior of
the massive church remains to
be done, but the main part of the
Shrine is finished and ready for
services.
Intended to show the dedication of U.S. Catholics to their
patroness, the Blessed Virgin, the
Shrine also has come to be a
concrete symbol of modern Catholicism. The building techniques, the architecture and the
decoration of the church combine traditional and modern
concepts, just as ihe Catholic
church has always absorbed the
good parts of modern life while
holding onto the basic beliefs and
teachings that Christ and the
apostles gave to the people of
ancient times.
Although the body of the
Shrine was constructed without
the use of structual steel, depending for its strength on the
same types of stone and brick
used in ancient and medieval
churclies, six miles of pipe were
laid under the floor for radiant
heating, and the building has an
electrical load of two million
watts. To overcome the acoustical

difficulties found in such an
enormous structure, engineers
came up with a system requiring
more than 500 low-frequency
speakers under the pews. In
architectural style, the Shrine is
based on Romanesque-Byzantine
designs, ·but the statuary has
been executed by such famous
modern sculptors as Ivan Mestrovic and George Snowden.
Throughout the forty years it

Carew Tower Store Open
Monday and Thursday Nights 'til 8 :30

Co11,cel'liing Columbus

"One Rotte11 Apple Doesn't • • • "

I was supposed to give you some
idea of the organization of the Cincinnati Police Department in this
issue; but in view of the recent
publicity given the Columbus Police Department, I cannot avoid a
commentary on the situation.
The publicity given the series of
burglaries and thefts by members
of that police department was received by right r .
. ,-. 1
thinking police- 1~·
· t<,"'
·. · · :
men as flatter- r .
.(
.' i
ing. This is true t
. ;
despite the cf- l .
.-S~ ·
forts of a local ! . ~ff/ ._ :.;:;~1 . l
to t
'·.;'f '. · \
newspaper
··· 1
imply that all i
policemen a r e 1
·
prone to some
criminality, inMr. Kramer
cluding me m hers of the Cincinnati Police Department. They accomplished this
"magnificent" feat through big
headlines and bold type. But that
is what sells newspapers, so I presume it's all right.
The concern over the incident,
nevertheless, has presented a i;eflection upon the high caliber of

l

men wanted by the public in its
police department. Most policemen
believe they measure up to high
standards. Police officials the country over are striving to fill their
individual departments with those
men who will always be a credit
to it.
The decision of the officials of
the Columbus Police Department
to prosecute those involved, therefore, is highly commendable. This
prosecution is underway with the
full realization of the consequences
of bad publicity. It is a mark of a
good police department to let such
skeletons out of its closet instead
of locking the door on them, covering up a bad situation.
It seems that the general public
feels that if there is one bad apple
in the barrel, they are all bad.
Think for a minute of some other
calling in life where the actions
of a few members of the group arc
attributecl to the rest of the group.
I can think of some, but it wouldn't
be charitable to mention them
here-they, too, may be in the
1>rocess of weeding out their unde( Continued on Page 8, Column 3)

For Meals at Home •..
For Lunches at Work

A statue of St. Pius X who
approved plans for the shrine.
has been "in the works," the
architects, builders, engineers and
artists for the Shrine have studied
(Continued on page 8, column 3)

Jordanian Finds U.S. Friendly
Among the students now attending Xavier Evening College is 22·
year-old Fahid David, an immigrant from the Middle East. Mr.
David hails from Amman, the capital of Jordan. Last year he attended the University of Cincinnati. He is now studying for a
Bachelor of Science degree, which
is his main ambition at the present.
He works for Sam Timmer & Co.,
wholesalers of custom jewelry.
Leaving his parents in Amman,
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he arrived in the United States on
New Year's Day in 1957. He found
the people to be friendly and was
particularly impressed by the vari·
ous communications of our country. As one of his hobbies he lists
sports. Although he was active in
sports as a boy he does not find
time for them right now. After the
necessary time requirement he will
apply for his citizenship papers.
Mr. David is single and resides
with his brother in Newport, Ky.
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Letter To The Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
quote the words of one Austin
Fagothey, S.J., from his book
Right and R·eason, second edition.
For those not acquainted with
the title, it is the book used in
the ethics course at Xavier University. On page 119-120 can be
found these words: "Traditions
can so pile up that a whole
people will persist in doing a
thing in a wasteful or illogical
manner even after they recognize its absurdity, 'because they
find it easier to conform to :prejudice than to try to make men
abandon familiar patterns of
behavior. Our clumsy calendar,
our irregular English spelling,
our uncomfortable formal dress
are instances."
Incidentally Webster says professional refers to one "engaged
in a specified occupation for pay
or as a means of livelihood." This
fits very few people on campus.
Yours truly,
Thomas J. Muench
Paui T. Sikora

More Letters
Dear Editors,
The devil is a very strong person. The devil, re vera, controls
many people. Thus, instead of
being hostile towards Old Nick,
we should sit down with him
and "play the game." Ridiculous
reasoning? And yet last week's
Commentary article used the
same logic. Mao Tse Tung controls China with its millions of
people. Therefore we should
recognize the Communist Chinese
government and try to deal with
them.
When diplomats sit down at
a conference table, there must be
some principles upon which all
agree so that individual ideas can
be discussed and debated. These
:principles can consist of a common cultural, or political, or
economic background. But, essentially, all sides must believe in
some eternal being who will
reward or punish men for what
they did. while alive.
With godless China we have no
grounds of agreement.
This Communist government
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has violated almost every truth
people hold sacred. Right now
they are molding the whole
Chinese nation into the largest
slave labor camp in the world's
history. They are smashing- completely all family and community
life in China.
-Internationally, they are infiltrating other Asian nations with
the purpose of .pulling them
behind the bamboo curtain of
terror. India, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam; Indonesia-these
are only so much fodder for the
Red Chinese dragon to swallow.
We only have to look back to see
Mongolia, Korea, and Tibet.
In the U.N. Charter we find
the U.N.'s 1purpose is "to reaffirm
faith in fundamental ·human
rights, in the dignity and worth
of the human ·person, and in the
equal right of nations large and
small." Are we asked to recognize and accept Red China into
the U.N. when Red China's whole
history has been one sneer at
human rights, one enormous perversion of the U.N.'s purpose?
The answer is obvious. The
Chinese Communists have but
one .guiding purpose: to spread
their godless system of cruelty as
far as possible. They will use any
means, whether lies, half-truths,
war, even the U.N., to further
their purpose.
We, as Americans, must never
acce.pt nor deal with evil no
matter how strong that evil may
be. We can never "sit down and
play the ,game" when the other
side's whole purpose is to destroy

everything we stand for. We
must not admit Red China into
the United Nations as a just,
upright, and honorable nation
among fellow nations.
Sincerely yours.
Joseph P. Meissner

E.C. Policeman
(Continued from page 7)
sirables. The stigma' of being a
"smart alee" juvenile is probably
one of the .best examples I can
think of. It's a real ease of a few
making it rough on the rest.
This bit of logic seems to fit in
well here; it is the aim of every
profession to have members that
are above reproach in every respect. Therefore, it is the aim of
police officials to have their members above reproach. It is the aim
of police officials to make police
work a profession.
The only thing left to mention
Is the fact that to get the best
out of a man and to reach the
standards set down by the public,
the man must have the potential
in him from the very beginning.
This requires that all facets of the
job be attractive enough to lure
the intelligent young man. The
most important of these facets are
advancement, security, respect, and
a living salary.

olics of the United States can be
justly proud of this newest addition to the capital's already .
impressive skyline. This church
belongs to all U.S. Catholics, it's
the seventh largest religious edifice in the world, and it has "the
best of everything."
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National Shrine
(Continued from Page 7)
and planned every possible way
to make it a modern monument
in a classical tradition.
When the National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception is
dedicated next Friday, the Cath-

..
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